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opinion
Grants Before Register
A Case of Cart Before the
Horse?
Legislation currently going through the Dail will provide for "a
system for the regulation, certification, ongoing inspection of the
work and assessment of the competence of individual trained
natural gas installers".
That there is not already such a system in place seems
incredible. However, it would be churlish at this stage to labour
that point. Now that this long-overdue legislation is finally being
enacted the industry should embrace it with open arms.
Most people within building services are familiar with RECI, the
supervisory body which oversees the registration and certification
of electrical contractors. The proposal for domestic installers will
operate along very similar lines. There will be ongoing
inspections, Completion Certificates, training reviews, etc.
While specifically aimed at gas installers, the initiative - if fully
implemented - will inevitably raise the competency levels, and
professionalism, of the entire domestic installation sector (see
page 17).
A Word of Caution
However, in accepting that the competency levels of many
operatives within the sector need improving, it seems a strange
time for the Government to roll out another initiative - the €27
million grant aid scheme for domestic renewable heat
technologies (page 39).
In principle this is an excellent initiative but, given that it applies
to the installation of renewable technologies such as wood pellet
stoves and boilers, solar panels and geothermal heat pumps, is it
a case of too much too soon? Are there sufficient competent and
knowledgeable installers in the country to handle these new
technologies? Time will tell.
It might have been better to raise the competency levels of the
industry before providing grants for the installation of more
sophisticated systems.
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T/'Ie KWlkstrut channel nt..
The Unistrut ventilation
duct clamp
unistrut make installation easy
;ucts - a cable braCket
ventilation duct amps and c'1al"nel nuts - to ItS expanSive product POrtf~liO.
Br ef detcll S of eacr are as follows
Un strut cable basket LI htwelght yet very stro'1g due to tne wire configuration,
T'lls new bracket is extreme y flex b e for ease of installation SUltab e for both
power and data cables It IS ava lable In 3m lengths w th a 54rT'm sloe wal and 11"
Widths from 100-600'1lm'
Unlstru' ventl ation duct clamps - his new range of air Ouct clamps is available
with or without sound Insulation in s zes from 100mM up 600mm. Larger sizes are
available on request;
KWlkstrlit channel nuts - A very c ever time-saving product from sister company
Wopf In Ger'11any thiS Unit replaces the need for a separate square washer a'1d
spring nut when hanging from overhead c!1annels. Install iol" IS simple .. just
plug In and twist Available In sizes 6,8 and 10mm.
Contact Stephen Kenny (external ~ales) or James Whelan (Internal sales)
Unlstrut Ireland. Tel. 01 460 7060 web' www.tycobuildlng.com
btu officers, committee & outings for 2006
Captain - Mlchael Mornssey Vice Captain & Hon Treasurer. JI'11 801 ard.
Hon Sec Davld Hams
ComMittee M chael Mattnews Mlchael Kearney Ger Hutclllnson Steve
Jones Graham Fay' Frank Lynch and Jo n White (ex-officIO)
Forthcom ng outings lclude - Portmarnock Golf Club (5/5/06); DrUids
Glen BTU Nationals (9/6/06)' Forest Little (22/6/06); Our Laoghalre,
Captal'l's Day (18/7/06) Mount Wolsey, Weeke'1d (25/8/'06), Newlands
PreSident s Day (8/9/'06) The Grange (20/10/06); Herm tage Chrlstmds
outing (1r2/ 06)
total instrument solutions
Cop es L JWy~ 1I::i U 11:: Il ... v-page ful -colOur catalogue are
now available fro Manotnerm Ltd
Dwyer IS tre recogfllsed Industry leader when It COMes to advanced
nstruments whether It be for pressure flow air velocity, level. temperature,
valves, combustion testing hum d ty or data acquic;ltIon
Many of the Instruments are widely known by their ndlvldual brand flames
such as Magnehellc Splrahellc Photohellc Mini-Master and Vlsl-Float. All
a"e comprehensively covered In the new cata10gJe
Contact. Bob Gilbert, Noel Walsll or Robert Gilbert, Manotherm
Tel 01 - 452 2355, emal ' info@marotherm le
apnl2006
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Operating range is from one to 35m3/h for a single pump, and from one to 70m3/h
for the installation of a pair of pumps, with heads up to 26m.
Liquid temperature range goes from OOC to 50°C, depending on the model.
Full !nfo.rmation on t~chnica.1 details, performance characteristics and scope of
applications are available directly from Consolidated Pumps.
dab automatic wastewater solutions
Consollda.ted Pum.p~ has just unveiled DAB's latest range of automatic booster sets
for collecting and lifting domestic, civil and industrial wastewater. There are six
models in the range - Novabox 30/300; Fekabox 280; Fekalift 100, Fekalift 200;
Fekaf~s 280; an~ .Fekafos 550. They all c.on~ist of a high-density polypropylene
container (capacIties from 30.lt to 5501t) WIth Integral motor-driven pumps and
accessorres for fully-automatIc operation.
The DAB automatic booster set for
collecting and lifting wastewater.
Contact: Consolidated Pumps Ltd. Tel: 01 - 4593471'
email: info@consolidatedpumps.com '
gas badge
Industrral SCientific s "GasBadge® Plus" is a low-cost, maintenance-free,
single-gas monitor for personal protection. Features include CO, H2S, °2, N02
or S02 monitoring; PPM or % by volume readout; audible alarm complemented
by Vibrating and visual alarms, "Go/No Go" display mode; adjustable alarm and
calibration gas setpoints; 2-year warranty; and event-logging (last 15 gas
alarm events).
The Gas Badge unit weights 72 grams and measures 81 3mm by 48 3mm by
27.9mm
Contact: Stephen Fox, Reg Farrell Engineering.
Tel: 01 - 465 9010; www.rfe.ie.
The Gas Badge Plus smgle-gas
mOnItor for personal protection
available from Reg Farrell
Engineering
the energy show 2006
The Energy Show 2006 will take place in the RDS Industries Hall in Dublin on the 10/11
May. The show's format will include a 2-day trade exhibition coupled with a comprehensive
and varied seminar programme covering all aspects of energy efficiency and renewable .
energy. The biannual event, which is organised by Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI), is a
major national showcase for energy in Ireland and is specifically deSigned for those with
responsibility for, or an interest In, energy use in business.
As part of this year's event SEI will host eight half-day seminars over the two days on
topical energy-related issues such as energy management; liquid biofuels; energy
audits and surveys; wood heating; wind energy; energy-efficient bUildings; renewable
heating; and building for the future. These seminars Will highlight the benefits of the
various technologies and energy-efficient approaches through the use of practical
case study examples.
,.41
sel SUSTAINABLEENERGYIRELAND
Approximately 100 Individual exhIbitor's from across the sustainable energy sector will
present a wide range of products and services including energy management systems,
variable speed drives, maintenance and service, renewable energy, combined heat and
power, state utilities, HVAC products, lighting, Instrumentation controls and data collection.
biomass equipment, heat pumps, and wind and solar energy technologies.
Contact: www.seLie/energyshow
april2006
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Help us delive • Ireland
Vaillant
Vaillant Applied Systems Division is seeking distributors in Ireland
e newly formed Vaillant Applied Systems Division is
eeking distributors/agents in Ireland.
Valllant Applied Systems Division combines commercial, industrial heating and
air conditioning with the quality, performance, after sales support and reliability
you'd expect from Vaillant.
The ecoMAX range of commercial & industrial condensing boilers are available
with 35, 46 and 65 kW outputs, all delivering outstanding SEDSUK A fuel efficiency
and featuring a stainless steel heat exchanger as well as a low NOx fully-
modulating pre-mix gas burner. The ecoMAX boilers can be used in modular
application to meet the demands of most commercial applications.
The new cllmaVAIR range of performance air conditioning products is both user
friendly and offers exceptional value-for-money. With a comprehensive range of 19
new models, including mono on-off, mono inverter and multi inverter cassette and
high wall split systems, it provides exceptional 'A' rated energy efficiency backed up
by a comprehensive guarantee.
For further information please contact the Applied Systems director on
0044 1422 376070 or write to Unit 01, Lowflelds Business Park,
Elland, West Yorkshire HXS 9DG.
Valllant - Leading the way In high efficiency
~Vaillant
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eca belfast dinner
,r u (' I ~ J,nn.r held in what one could say s Its natural hOl"1e,
The Culloden Hotel in Holywood, proved extremely successful The hotel was
orrginally bUilt for a bishop and over'ooks the Southern Shore of Belfa5t Loch
providing the perfect backdrop to a truly speCial occas.on.
ECA members from both North and South of the Border attended, along with fellow-
member guests from the UK. Opinions and views on all contracting matters were
expressed and sha"ed but for the most part, It was very much a soc al evef1t
A highlight of the evening were the presentations made to recently-retired ECA
Dublin Branch members Frank McCaffrey and Ivan Hammond, and Terry McEvoy
retired General Secretary.
The next meeting of the Southern and Northern branches of the ECA will take
place .n May with the annua ECA Conference being held from 14 to 17
September in the Don Pepe Hotel, Marbella. Spain
Contact: Paul Shendan, ECA Dubl n Branch General Secretary
Tel. 01 - 406 6000' email: pshendan@clf.le
pulsar direct moves
_. n 1993 and now part of the G afto., 9 oup plc
- has moved to a new, 40 000 sq ft purpose-oUl t facIlity ocated at Unit 1
Westgate Business Park Lehanaghmore, Togher Cork
Pulsar Direct supplies plumbing matenals solely to the p umolng trade ads
14 sales representatives or the road cove"lng all parts of the (; l..tntry Over
5000 line Items such as f ttlf1gS pipe. uf1derfloor heating pumps tools etc are
carried ex-stock. BOilers and bathroom suites are not stocked
Service includes next day deilvery free of charge Wltl") no mm m..Jm order
reqUired All orders are pacl<ed a"d dlstnbuted from the new wmeh ;)use n
Cork by Securicor Pulsar DIrect also produces a monthly new letter which
dlstnbuted to over 3000 plumbers throughout Ireland
Contact: Eamon Bradshaw, Sales Manager, Pulsar D! ec· Tel 021 - 492 5
smart-t thermoelectric valve actuators
S . . I::; a JeW ~ a n Honeywell that
prOVide precise on/off valve operation for small linear valves used m room and zone
applications Including underfloor heating.
They can be used m fan-col Uf1ltS, induction units small re-heaters and re-coolers
uSing hot and/or cold water as the controlled medl '11 tn an electronic temperature
control system. They are also fully compatible with all controllers proViding an on/off
output Signal
Smart-T IS available m both normally-open and Closed verslors and a 4mm or 8mm
stroke for 24V and 240V on/off as well as PWM (pulse WIdth modulated) cO'1trol
aUXIliary SWitch versIons and low current modelS. Valve adaptors are ava lable from
Honeywell for use with third-party valves
Contact: Honeywell BUilding Control Products.
Tel 0044 1344 656443 email: HVACProductsUK@honeywell.com
apnl2006
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•arrle
AIJUAFORCE~
--
AIR-COOLED LIQUID CHILLER
THE FORCE
IS WITHIN
AIR CONDITIONING LTD
Unit A6, Centre Point Business Park, Oak Road,
Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 01 - 409 8912 Fax: 01 • 409 8916
email: info@coreac.com web: www.coreac.com
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sanyo air conditioners sponsor pga
AI 0 as th fB te t-grow 9 co d bon g brand 1'1 Ire and we
are delighted tc pport tre PGA rl h Ref/lor wh ch IS a so
9 ow ng rapidly, alrrc.st s s d~ Tlge S SWlngl qUloped
Henressy
Sa yo ogo p om rently aisplayed at most PGA events, fu~ctlons and
P(,A Mobl e Offl e wrlcs' wll tour Ire and at the en of Apri . It w 11 a so
a s t rrost of the m )0 go fing ever-ts across t'" UK ana Irela'ld
rft F r p n '1d ydE:r Clop 2006
rra I
u s. Tel 01 - 403 900
a con com
refrigeration skill net training courses
n
o
frlgeratlon Ski Inet
e 2006 Among tt'Je tOPiCS to be
nd r fngerants a'1d the Importance
apnl2006
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of PEO comp larce to your custo~ers? Do you
PQR atl Notlf ed Body me~ns? ;)0 you know how to
o comply w th the PED? Do you know t'le requirements for
braL ng p oceou e ., flcations a'1d braler approval? Atte'1darce at the PE:O
y u WI I 'lelp a swpr thesu qJestlo'ls
kedington installs three million points!
s le . ~ uf S u\.; u t:l \.;0 11 9 nd networking
as c pleted ts m Iiontr POl~t Installed on customer sites
oss t'1tJ 0 ry h IS comb ned with more than 300 ml lion metres of
our m on metres of fibre Insta I d 1'1 offices across the country
at Its
K d ngtc'1' L.stome s nclude 70% of Ireland s blue chip companies. Including
eBay Merrll lynch Intel a'ld Microsoft. Ked,ngtor. also secured the largest
network terder of t"'e past two years for the Implementation of the data
'1etwork for the new Cork Airport terminal
Co ta t Wllle 0 Corn 11 K dmgto'1 Tel 087 - 266 9697 www kedmgton le
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mark condensing unit air heater
a. M I CS an GT se e S ;:J CE-alJp oved gas/oil-fired heating
systems which del ver high efficlencles - between 950 0 and 1060 0 - yet are low
on energy consumption.
Standard equipment includes combustion chamber and heat exchanger made
from stainless steel; advanced room-sealed combustion technology; electronic
ignition; low gas consumption; low NOx; powerful axial fan(s); open-therm
thermostat or, 0-10 volt signal or high/Iow burner; corrosion-resistant cover; low
air pressure drop, and condensation frost protection sensor.
Accessories include an isolator switch; air grill with vertical louvres; 450 downflow
hood; casing can be in RAL colours; wall mounting brackets; and shock absorbers
for wall mounting brackets.
Contact: Michael Keane, Mark Eire Bv. Tel: 026 - 45334;
email: sales@markeire.com
The GS+ range of unit
air heaters
The new Eavemaster Supreme
rainwater system from MFP
eavemaster supreme rainwater system
e E:ave a r S al ater systen f 'om FP s designed following
extensive market research among architects and installers. It is a hlgh-
capacity, symmetncal, ogee gutter system which simplifies Installation, thereby
reducing costs. It offers a number of key features:-
- Symmetrical ogee profile;
- High capacity
- High-performance moulded seals;
- Robust user-friendly jointlng clips;
- Choice of internal or external fascia brackets;
- Outlets and unions with centre and side fixing points;
- Indicator marks on fittings for fast, accurate alignment;
- No sharp edges or fittings;
- Multi-positional outlet;
- Colour-matched to the Eavemaster fascia system.
Eavemaster Supreme is available in white, black and brown and, when
combined with the Eavemaster fascia system, offers. a complete roofline
solution
Contact. Mel Trautt, MFP Sales. Tel: 01 - 630 2500; email. sales@mfp ie
white young green appointments
White Young Gree I, the 1 win pi ary
engineering, environmental and surveying and
project management consultancy with offices in
Belfast, Cork, Derry, Dublin and Limerick, has
appointed Donnachadh O'Bnen C&S Director and
Colman Reynolds M&E Director. Both are based
at the company's Dublin Office.
april2006
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Denis Rooney, Chief Executive of WYG Ireland with
Donnachadh O'Brien Director CiVIl & Structural Engineering;
Colman Reynolds, Director Mechanical & Electncal
Engll1eering' Ray Moore. Managing Director. Engineering
Ireland and Richard McCaFrey, Chief Operating Officer, WYG
bs news12
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designed for maximum comfort
- :"•. L ~ ."
~ -
You can afford to feel comfortable with our Flexicool • range of chilled beams.
Designed to ensure a draught-free, quiet and comfortable indoor climate,
the Flexicoo'41 range provides the widest choice and highest quality
chilled beams with several unique features such as comfort control
and FPC (Flow Pattern Control).
Active, passive and induction beams are all available including the Flexicool •
IQ beams which provide the highest flexibility in integrated ventilation,
cooling and heating systems. With its modern design, easy installation and
fast commissioning time, Flexicool· has been the first choice for many
building applications including hospitals, hotels, offices and universities.
Flakt Woods (Ireland) Ltd., Unit 1 Broomhill Business Park, Tallaght, Dublin 24
t +353 (0) 1 4634600 f +353 (0) 1 4634650 w www.flaktwoods.com FlaktWoods
13
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oventrop at monart destination spa
_ comm SSIOfllng
sets lockshield valves a'1d st~amers - were chosen ~or the "eatmg al"ld
cooling systelT's ~or Ireland s ~'rst purpose-bu It Destination Spa which IS
located in over 100 acres of private woodland Just outside Enn scorthy In
Co,.mty Wexford
Monart De~tmat n Spa IS a 70 bed state-of the art spa complex cent~ed
around Monart House a three-storey listed country home with I nks to the
Jameson distillery family. The beating/coohng systems were designed by
Ronan Meeley, consu ting eng neers, Kllkerny and mstalled by Air-Con
Englneeri'1g
Monart Destination Spa which IS ocated just
outsld Ennl eorthy In Co I/Vexford Contact. Dorny BOL.rke, Oventrop. fel. 046 - 973 1376;
emall donnybourke@oventrop.le
moy isover technical help desk
facl Itate queries from
c stomers, bu Iders, speclflers and members of the pUblic
Located at the Ardfinnan plant. Clormel, County Tlppera!)' t w 11 be fronted by
Barry Hennessy, BSc, who studied engineering at Galway Unlvers ty and WI r
Waterford
His expenence will ensure that callers to the help desk receive expert adVice In
relation to calcu ations on new tI-Jermal and acoiJst reg<.Jlat ons as we I as
nstallation guidance.
Contact: Barry Hennessy Moy Isover. Tel: 052 - 66 A OO,
email:barry.hennessy@moyisover le
magnesense differential pressure transmitter
m
Manotherm are extre'Tlely versat le a. sUitable for monltonng pr ssure and a r
velocity across a wide number of aopl cations
The compact range has lT'any features such as field-se ectab e air velocity for fan
and blower applications adjustable digital darnpenlrg to smootf) out unstable
pressure f1L.cll.:atlons field-selectable ra ges n metn 0 br lis" abll ty to select a
square output for use w th pltOt tubes and other Slrt'lIlar flow sensors and fold
upgradeable LCD
Magnesense's patented magnetic se slrg technology provides except onal long-
term perfor'Tlance and enable to Unit to serve as the smglu c;olLitlon for pressL.re
and flow appl'cations
Magnesense the common
sense solutl.on to low pressure
control from Manother'Tl
april 2006
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Contact· Bob Gilbert, Noel Walsh or Robert G'lbert Manotherm fel 01 - 452
2355, emal . mfo@manotherm
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hRT COOL & MULTI \l (VRF)
There is nothing else on the market that looks quite like
Art Cool.
And to further add to its appeal, the Art Cool range has
been extended to offer a choice of new finishes, while
some of the fascia panels have been revised.
Better yet, that high level of attraction has been
increased still further by the fact that Art Cool is fully
compatible with our entry into the VRF area: the newly
arrived Multi V system.
One that, we believe, will establish a new benchmark in
the sector for technical superiority and energy efficiency.
It is initially available in two variants:
• Multi V Plus A 2 pipe system which runs from 5hp to
40hp
• Multi V Sync A 3 pipe system which runs from 10hp to
40hp, and features a highly efficient energy recovery
system
And both can run up to 40 indoor units, which can be a
mix of Art Cool, cassettes, wall mounted and ducted.
:f+
.f
2000-2005
Global
If you'd like to know more about a unique combination
that's singularly attractive, here's the one number you have
to call: +44 1753 876 772.
r-_. Air Conditioning
+44 1753 876 772 www.lgaircon.co.uk
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vaillant unveils ac range - seeks distributor(s)
Vaillant one of the marl<et leaders In don estic h cl ing h re 0 j c.omblnatlon
boilers, has now entered the residential and light commercial cooling sector and is
looking to appoint a distributor(s) for Ireland.
Vaillant has sold air conditioning products In Europe for some years
and now brings a new range of split air conditioning systems to the
UK and Irish markets It will initially concentrate on the domestic and
light commercial markets before moving into the large commercial
and heavy industrial sectors
The new ranges - called c1imaVAIR and cllmaVAIR plus - are
competitively priced and offer high performance with a
comprehensive warranty package They are manufactured in China
according to specifications devised by Vaillant's technical team and
include high-wall units with cooling capacities of 2.2 to 6kW, using R410A, and SIX
models of ceiling cassettes on R407C with cooling capacities from 3.5 to 13 OkW.
The c1imaVAIR high-wall range is a high-specification range usmg R410A refrigerant and
has all the features that would be expected from a premium product, including Class A
rating energy efficiency; hot start, dehumidifier; de-ioniser and sleep function. The
climaVAIR plus range has all these features but also includes movement detectors on the
indoor units, enabling them to be motion-activated if required for further energy efficiency
gains.
Contact: Darren Finley,Vaillant Applied Systems Director.
Tel: 0044 1422376070; wwwvaillant.co.uk.
high-efficiency nce series from calpeda
The r "NCE se es ~ "'~ e'\:lY-s, _ lb. speed circu'ating pumps from
Calpeda Pumps (Ireland) are ideal for small domestic heating systems. Powered by a permanent
magnet synchronous motor (pm) controlled by one on-board inverter, key benefits are: -
- Class A energy effiCiency rating;
- High savings;
- Low energy consumptIon;
- n flat curves in a wide working area;
- Low noise;
- Compact dimensions;
- Self cleaning.
Being a permanent ceramic magnet, the rotor is less SUbject to limestone deposit than trad tIonal
metal rotors, while the "intelligent" electronics can sense any rotation difficulties - In such
circumstances the motor is turned over several times at a higher torque than in traditional motors.
Reliable electronics guarantee the perfect operation of the electropump with double electncal
insulation Class 11 motor for greater safety for users. The reduced temperatures of the motor
provide for the use of materials which allow for an electropump with high electrical insulation by
~liminating the risk of dangerous electrical losses when compared to tradltlona pumps.
Interchangeability is an added advantage, the Calpeda NCE range having the same aXIs base of
other traditional pumps
'Contact: Graham Fay or 8tephen McDowell, Calpeda Pumps (Ireland). Tel: 01 - 825 8212,
email: info@calpedaireland.com
april2006
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Keep ahead with Honeywell.
It's reassuring to know you can keep ahead of the game with Honeywell. We have been
making energy saving controls for over 100 years. So people trust us to provide quality,
reliability and good value.
Our top quality range of thermostatic valves includes the smart chrome-top VT2OO, a well
as the VT15 and VT1l7. All offer energy savings and reversible flow bodies to give
unrivalled performance, individual room temperature control and styli h appearance.
Make the smart move - use Honeywell
Honeywell
Honeywell Control Systems Limited
Honeywell House, Bracknell
Berkshire, RG 12 1EB
Tel +44 1344 656000
www.honeywell.com/uklhomes.htm
17
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The outdoor unit also uses "auto addressing" - there is automatic confirmation of
each indoor unit, a facility which greatly reduces installation time. Another tim
saver is the use of non-polarised wire The Multi V rouses an algorithm whi
automatically finds the correct polarity and enables qUick simple and easy
communication.
The Indoor Units can be any mixture of up to 40 cassettes, 'Jail mounts, ducted or
Art Cools - all from the 40hp outdoor unit.
Multi V has great flexlbil ty In that the longest pipe run can be up to 170 metres
and a maximum vertical height of 50 metres.
,
The outdoor unit features one inverter-driven and one high-effiCiency compressor
Uniform and effective distribution of refrigerant" low noise/high static pressure
outdoor fan, hlg'1-efflclency Inverter control; two-comp cycle for uniformity in oil
and pressure; LEV and sub-cooling system and R410a refrigerant gas. There IS
also non-polar communication between the outdoor and Indoor units, along with
an auto restart facility.
19 multi v roadshow
v 0 ., 0 0 ing recently hosted a senes of receptions in
Cork and Dubl n to introduce LG s new VRF Multi V. Initially ava lable in two sizes
4 5 and 40hp - Multi V can power up to 40 indoor units and can be controlled
via the internet, a PC a deluxe or simple controller
Austin McDermot, Core Air
ConditIon ng with John Agnew, Murphy
Refrigeration Dundalk (winner of the
LG wide-screen TV In the draw for
attendees) and Tony GltttngS, LG
General Manager, Air Conditioning.
Contact: Austin McDermot Core Air ConditiOning Tel: 01 - 409 8912;
emall Info@coreac.com
systemlink and taney join forces
Systemlink Ltd and Taney Distributors haVE:; JOined fo. ces to promote energy saving
solutions to the Irish market under the name Systemlink-Taney. With energy
considerations so much to the fore in respect of all bUilding services applications - and
especially given the newly-announced SEI grant programme - the timing for the new
. venture could not be better.
Systemlink's strength lies in the design manufacture and specification of
energy renewable solutions while Taney Distributors are long-established
agents for leading brand product lines such as Vaillant condens,ng gas
boilers Saunier Duval BOilers and Rtnnal instantaneous water hea _rs
The new combined entity supplies almost 100 distribution outlets
throughout the country and now has a sales team made up of Traolach
Ledwidge. Sales Manager; Andy Kavanagh, Territory Manager; John
McCoy, Merchant Sales Representative. Internal sales IS led by Karen
Murphy, who was already working With Taney. She IS responsible for
monitoring and administering all sales calls for merchants, contractors
and end users.
Neil Gaffney has assumed the role of Operations Director while Shay
Moran is Executive Chairman with responsibility for strategic growth.
Neil Gaffney OptJratlons Director with Shay
Mora" Executive Cl1awnan
Contact Neil Gaffney, Systemlink-Taney Tel: 01 - 466 4664
april2006
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Government Finally Acts on
Register of Gas Installers
Co n - completion
certificates, such as the above RECI
example for electrical installations, could
shortly be the norm for domestic gas
installations.
Following a great deal of lobbying
['Id presentations to Government
linisters, regulatory bodies and
regional trade associations, the
efforts of bona fide gas installers to
have the industry regulated by law
are about to be realised.
While quite a number of people
have been involved in the process,
it is fair to say that Kevin Farrelly in
Dublin, Pat O'Shaughnessy in
Dundalk and Pat Kelliher in Cork
have been to the forefront of the
process.
The section covering natural gas
safety contained in the Energy
Miscellaneous Bill which will shortly
become law specifically states that it
designed to regulate the activities
I natural gas undertakings and
natural gas installers.
Lest there be any doubt in the
Government's resolve to finally
tackle this thorny issue, the various
sub-sections contained within the
new Bill directly relate to installer
registration and inspection. One
such sub-section reads that the new
regulatory framework will include "a
system for the regulation,
certification, ongoing inspection of
the work and assessment of the
competence of individual trained
natural gas installers".
There is also specific proviSion for
procedures for the investigation of
april2006
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complaints regarding the
competence of any particular natural
gas Installer.
Encouragingly, the Bill is not just
about reactive policing of the
industry. It also contains pro-active
measures aimed at devising and
coordinating education and training
programmes which will apply to all
installers. This will be overseen by a
Gas Safety Supervisory Body which
in turn will be overseen by the
Commission for Energy Regulation
(CER).
Among the specific clauses dealing
with this aspect are the following:-
- The Commission shall publish
criteria relating to gas safety
supervision and the standards to
be achieved and maintained by
gas installers;
- Inspect any work carried out by a
registered gas installer;
- Monitor the training and
standards of a person who is a
registered gas installer;
- Review training undertaken by a
person engaged either as an
employee or as an independent
contractor of a registered gas
installer,
- Issue directions to a registered
gas installer regarding the
training to be given to, or
undertaken by, a class or classes
of persons engaged either as
employees or as independent
contractors;
- Suspend or revoke the
membership of a registered gas
installer in the designated body
under certain circumstances.
There is also provision for the
issuing of Completion Certificates
similar to the system governing
electrical installations when a job is
completed and signed off. The CER
will specify a form of completion
certificate to be used for the
purposes of this section and may
specify different forms for different
circumstances or different classes of
work.
Obviously there are costs involved
in establishing and administering
such an initiative and there is no
denying that installers will be faced
with certain charges. However, the
benefits of this development far
outweigh the likely cost
considerations. Indeed, with a more
orderly and regulated industry bona
fide installers should see margins
increase sufficiently to more than
offset any cost it:lcreases.
This development is long overdue
and is the perfect first stepping
stone in a process which - jf
embraced and supported by
installers - will finally lead to a
healthy, professional and profitable
market segment for installers and
product suppliers alike.
bs news
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Glucksman design team
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to face
BURGESS I
Sustainable design in building services IS still widely regarded as an
aspirational objective, something which will only be realised when the entire
design and construction process is totally overhauled. While this is
fundamentally true, there is evidence that this process of change has already
begun.
While the bad news is that there are very few examples to date, the good news
is that these examples are near perfect models for others to emulate. The most
obvious IS that of the Lewls Glucksman Art Gallery in UCC in Cork. Such has
been the hype - and justifiably so - surrounding its success that it has
somehow overshadowed the real success story which is the manner in which
the architect, consulting engineer and builder worked together to realise the
project, on time and within budget.
John Burgess of Arup Consulting in Cork was the principal building services
consultant on the project. "There is no denying it was a daunting challenge",
says John, "not least because of the practical constraints of the site, let alone
the pioneering conceptual approach. The site footprint comprised two existing
tennis courts located In the college's lower grounds but called for a 2300 sq m
floor area to accommodate offices, art display gallery and a fUlly-serviced
kitchen for restaurant and private dining.
"The services brief was equally demanding with the very high spec
incorporating a closely-controlled temperature environment with specific
security, light, fire, acoustic and energy-performance requirements."
That the design brief was comprehensively realised is evidenced by the
prestigious awards the project has already won. These Include a CIBSE Best
Project Award; an Irish Energy Award; and a listing in the final six of the RIBA
Sterling Architecture wards.
Perhaps even more telling IS that the day-to-day operation of the building lives
up to the strict criteria set down by a very demanding client. The Director r.-
the Gallery, Fiona Camey, has observed that "the project has been deliver
within the budget of f: 12 million but another zero could be added to that
number and it would not look out of place".
What this project proves is that the construction team - architect, services
engineer, structural engineer, building contractor and services contractor -
can work together to bring aspirational ideals in respect of truly sustainable
bUilding to fruition.
"Obviously I'm encouraged by what we achieved", says John, "but let no one
be in any doubt that it was a hard-won result. It required a massive
commitment on everyone's part, along with a willingness to be flexible and
open to change. That said, it did come to fruition and I'm encouraged by that.
"On the broader front I also see positive indicators. More stringent legislation,
coupled with a genuine sense of responsibility towards the environment in
general is slowly permeating the mindset of the construction sector as a whole.
It will undoubtedly take some time and a great deal of hard work to establish
this new way of thinking as the norm but, what the Glucksman experience has
demonstrated is that it can be done."
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Architects;
Wholesalers;
Installers;
Builders Merchants;
Home Builders;
Commercial Builders.
bs news
Building Services
Product Specification Guide
Mechanical Entry Form
ireland's only mechanical & electrical product directory
bs news is now in the process of compiling the bs news Building Services Product Specification
Guide 2007/2008. It will retain the proven formula of the last edition, making it the most
comprehensive building services product guide for the industry. It will include approximately 7500
cross-referenced, indexed, mechanical and electrical product details, along with named contact
points for manufacturers, agents, distributors and stockists.
An additional bonus for all those listed in the printed Guide is that their entries will be replicated
in Ion the online version of bs news Building Services Product Specification Guide 2007/2008
(log on to www.bsnewsbuyerguide.com).
specifiers' purchasing bible used on a daily basis by:-
Mechanical and Electrical Consultants;
Mechanical and Electrical Contractors;
Domestic Installers;
Refrigeration Engineers;
Energy Managers;
Maintenance Managers;
Building Services Engineers;
Property and Facilities Managers;
to e specified ...
li sure that your company name - and the brands and product categories you represent -
are included in both the printed and online versions of the Guide, complete overleaf and return it
to Pressline Ltd, Carraig Court, George's Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Entries must be received no later than Friday. 21 July 2006.
all entries FREE to advertisers - See back for ADVERTISING DETAILS
non-advertisers' PAY €500, plus VAT at 21%. Cheques payable to Pressline Ltd.
bs news Building Services Product Specification Guide 200712008
published by:
Pressline Ltd, Carraig Court, George's Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 288 5001 Fax: 01 - 288 6966 email: bsnews@pressline.ie ISDN: 01 - 211 2338/9
PLEASE NOTE - Listings will not be included unless a completed - and signed - entry form is uppli d.
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MECHANICAL SERVICES
Product Codes
I R
Fire Cavity Barriers
Fire Dampers
Fire Suppression Systems
Pipe Suppons and Clamps
Sprinkler Pipe Couplings
Sprinkler Pipe Suppons
Sprinkler Systems
Sprinkler Tanks
Steatn Traps
Threaded Rod & Studding
1 51:1. '10,
Acoustic Insulation
Insulation Jackets
Intumescent Pipe Sleeves
Metal Pipe Insulation
Plastic Pipe Insulation
Refrigerant Pipe Insulation
Thermal In ulation
I S Rl IF I'S
Analysers
Row Meters
Gas Detection Meters
Meters
Monitoring Equipment
Oil and Gas Meters
Pollution Leak Detection
Recorders
Testing Equipment
Other Instruments
III lUll (. '\1 \ (; F. If. iT '\ srLMS
Commissioning
Installation
Integrated Building Systems
Systems Design and Supply
"il ( 'i
Estimating Packages
I ~ \ I OR I Hil<;
Above Ground Metal
Above Ground Plastic
Below Ground Metal
Below Ground Plastic
Piping Accessories
Pipe Suppons and Pipe Brackets
Rainwater Systems
Soil and Waste Pipes
\T ( )\ P Ir T
Basins and Sinks
Bathroom Accessories
Baths
Bidets
Towel Rails
WC's and Urinals
FER\, \ I \. (.~ \lE
Design Services
Energy Management Products
~H{ \\ ~ R 'YS I
Electric Showers
Shower Accessories
Shower Enclosures
Shower Trays
Showers
Plumbing Accessories
Plumbing Fittings
PrOlectionlMaintenance Treatments
Taps & Mixers
( )
Datnper MOlors
Expansion Bellows
Row Switches
Gas Analysers
Humidity Controls
Level Controls
Oil and Gas Control
Pressure Switches
Pressure Gauges
Thermostats
TIme Switches
Time Clocks
Valves - Domestic
Valves - Industrial
Valves - Commercial
Valves - Thermostatic
Variable Speed Drives
Other Controls
ml
nl
n2
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
pI
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9
plO
ql
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
q7
q8
q9
qlO
hi
h2
h3
h4
h5
h6
h7
h8
gl
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
.,}
jl
j2
j3
j4
j5
j6
j7
K
kl
k2
k3
k4
F
fI
f2
f3
f4
f5
e5
e6
e7
e8
PI l"i
Commercial Pumps
Domestic Circulators
Industrial Pumps
SewagelEffluent Pumps
Submersible Pumps
(
Ball Valve
Cellar Coolers
Convector Heaters
Compressors - Hermetic
Compressors - Open
Compressors - Semi-Hermetic
Compressors - Scroll
Compressors - Screw
Condensate Pumps
Condensers - Evaporative
Condensers - Air-cooled
Condensers - Water-cooled
Condensing Units - Hermetic
Condensing Units - Semi-Hermetic
Conden ing Units - Scroll
Controls - Electronic
Controls - Mechanical
Cooling Towers
Copper Fittings
Copper Tube
Dners
Evaporators
Expansion Valves - Thermal
Expansion Valves - Electronic
Fan Motors
Ice Storage Systems
Pipe Insulation
Reclaim Systems
Refrigerant Gases
Refrigerant Lubricants
Sight Glasses
Solenoid Valves
Tools and Equipment
HI \1'1 T
Air Heaters (Free-standing Oil, Gas and Electric)
Air Vents
Boilers lDomestiC)
Boilers Industrial and Commercial)
Boilers Solid Fuel)
Boiler Management Systems
Burners (Gas)
Burners (Oil)
Calorifiers and Heat Exchangers
Chimneys, Flues and Refractories
Convectors
Deaenor
Din Seperator
ExpanSIOn Joints
Expansion Vessels
Flexible Connections
Fuel Storage Tanks
Gas Fires
Geothennal Heat Pumps
Heating Controls
Hot Water Storage Cylinders
Incinerators
Oil, Gas and Electric Heaters - Ponable
Pressure Boo ter Sets
Pressurisation Units
Radiant Heating
Radiators
Skining Heating
Solar Heating
Solid Fuel Cookers
Storage Heaters (Electric)
Trench Heating
Underfloor Heating
Unit Heaters
Water Heaters
HR () 1>IT10
I I TI (
AirCunains
Air Handling Units
Air Purifiers
Chilled Ceilings
Chillers
Clean Rooms
Close Control Units/Computer Room
Displacement Ventilation
Dry Air Coolers
Ducting
Dust Extraction
Fan Coil Units
Fans
Filters
Gas Engine Heat Pump Systems (GHP VRF)
Grilles and Louvres
Heat Pumps and Heat Recovery
Heating and Cooling Coils
Hoods and Canopies
Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers
Packaged Air Conditioning Units
Ponable Air Conditioning Unit
Raised Acces Rooring
Roof Units
Split Systems
Terminals
Ventilators
Underfloor Air Conditioning
VRF
bl
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
b8
b9
blO
bll
bl2
bl3
bl4
bl5
bl6
bl7
bl8
bl9
b20
b21
b22
b23
b24
b25
b26
b27
b28
b29
b30
b31
b32
b33
..(
cl
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
clO
cll
cl2
cl3
cl4
cl5
cl6
cl7
cl8
cl9
c20
c21
c22
c23
c24
c25
c26
c27
c28
c29
c30
c31
c32
c33
c34
c35
I>
dl
d2
d3
d4
d5
al
31
a3
a4
as
a6
a7
a8
a9
alO
all
al2
al3
al4
al5
al6
al7
al8
al9
310
311
a22
a23
314
315
a26
a27
a28
319
Fax Email Websit
I
'-
'-
e--
-
--- ,
-
-
-
-
-
el
e2
e3
e4
Cold Water Storage Tanks
Copper Pipe
Metal Pipe
Plastic PIpe
rl
r2
r3
Acce s Control Systems
CCTV Systems
Fire Alarm Systems
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bs news
Building Services
Product Specification Guide
r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
advertisement order form & rates
,
Please contact me to discuss our advertisement in the
bs news Building Services Product Specification Guide 2007/8
COMPANY NAME:
ADDRESS:
CONTACT NAME: TEL: EMAIL:
I am interested in:
FIC 0
Double Page Spread FIC 0 Full Page FIC 0 Half Page
L -------------------------------------------
FULL COLOUR RATES
size
Double Page Spread
Full Page
Half Page
Special Positions: 331/3% extra
type area
272mm x 387mm
272mm x 182mm
133mm x 182mm
cost
€3850
€2850
€1500
(Advertisement copy to be supplied on disk)
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.-...Carrier's
Aquaforee
Liquid Chiller
Carrier's Aquaforce range is the
result of several years of extensive
laboratory research and subsequent
field testing aimed at producing an
advanced air-cooled liquid chiller to
meet current and future market
requirements in respect of
environmental issues and
rformance efficiencies.
Aquaforce is available in two
versions - one offering superior
energy efficiency coupled with
extremely low noise levels, and the
other catering for situations where
stringent energy efficiency and
reduced operating costs are the
prime consideration. In all there are
a total of 20 models to choose from,
with outputs from 270kW through to
1700kW.
improved refrigerant circulation. It
permits a 30% reduction in the
refrigerant charge for the chiller, and
increased performance.
Carrier has also developed the OX
Free Cooling system for buildings
that require year-'round cooling,
even in the coldest of regions.
When the outside temperature falls
below a threshold value the OX
Free Cooling system kicks in to
provide significant energy savings.
The system uses the principle of
natural migration of a gas from the
evaporator to the condenser. A
cooling-mode pump micro-pump
ensures ensures the continuity of
the cycle and allows the
compressors to switch off. Only the
fans and the micro-pump operate.
pulsations. It is also equipped with
flexible connections on the suction
piping to prevent noise
transmission. The compressors are
enclosed by noise-absorbing
casings to limit sound transmission
further.
Installation and maintenance is also
very user-friendly. Aquaforce can be
installed simply and quickly, thanks
to it being an integrated, hydronic,
module. The complete system is
pre-tested at the factory and arrives
on site immediately operational. For
maintenance the MCHX coils can
be cleaned with a high-pressure
water jet while the compressors are
mounted on slide rails to facilitate
easy on-site technical intervention.
Aquaforce has a number of
innovative features, such as the
MCHX heat exchanger. Unlike
conventional coils, this is made
entirely of aluminium, the one-metal
concept eliminating the galvanic
currents that are generated when
different metals touch in
conventional coils. Exhaustive
comparative tests, including the salt
mist and ammonium sulphate test,
demonstrate that MCHX heat
exchangers offer three and a half
times higher corrosion-resistance
than copper/aluminium coils. Also,
because of its micro-channels, the
MHCX heat exchanger ensures
With an average energy efficiency
rating (EER) of 3.15, Aquaforce is at
the top of the Eurovent energy
efficiency classification - Class A.
Full load operation is only required
one percent of the machine
operating time.
Extremely low noise levels of 94
dB(A) is another benefit. To achieve
these results Aquaforce has
reduced the noise levels of all
components - fan, compressor
and condenser. The fan is of the 4th
generation Flying Bird type which is
made of composite materials. Its
aerodynamic shroud displaces the
air without turbulence and
generates a sound spectrum
without irritating low-frequency
peaks.
The screw compressor includes a
discharge damper located inside the
oil separator to absorb refrigerant
The same user-friendly features
apply to operator interface with
Aquaforce. A large-format touch-
screen gives easy access to all
information and controls with clear
texts presented on screen to access
all operating parameters. Up to
eight screens can be personalised.
Contact: Austin McOermott, Core Air
Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 409 8912;
email: info@coreac.com
apnl2006
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Bathrooms & Accessories
Free-Flowing, Free-Form
Bathroom Opportunities
april2006
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The evolu+lon of t'le bathroom has been
Character sed by changing usages and
customs through the certunes Today
IT'ore than ever tne bathroom is not
merely about bodily functions bli+ about
canng for your body and mind It has
become a place for relaxat on, for
unwinding
Bathroom manufacturers and designers
recognise this develop ent and now
producE" a vast array of ground-breClklrg
designs combining furctlonality
tecf'no oglcal innovat on, corr+ort
aesthetics, design and project
experilT'entatton This was especially
evident at Expobagno the In+ernatlonal
exhibitIOn held recently n Milan which
was entirely devoted to the bathroom
Here high-end product ranges and
projects were successfully combined
With refinement modernity. cOr'lfo t and
design to demonstrate cl whole new
concept In oathroor'l thinking.
A unique feature of t'le show was
Bathness, a dedicated area given over to
seven ntematlonally-acclalmed
arcMects and designers who each
prf'sented treir own take on the
bathroom 0 the future. Tiles. sanlt ry
fixtures taps. lighting, fUrniture and
accessories were all used to create
bathroolT' concep+s representing a ~ree
and fluid room that simultaneous y
Incorporated a high technological and
aesthetic Irrpact
rhls specially-dedicated rll ea was in
addition to +he mainstream exhlolts from
all tl-)e leading International
mam}acturers "rhe overalllmpOlct was
awe-Insplnng and while sOrrle concepts
and products were pioneering to the
POint of being impractical, the
Ifundamental message for all Involved In
bUilding services is that bathrooms
represent a massive opportunity, be It In
new bUild or refurbishment applications.
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Bathrooms & Accessories
High-Specification, Versatile Heating Concepts
A vast chOice of colours IS
offered, from the traditional
right t~ough to the trendy
sLoch as chrome and metallic.
All In all the Versatile
Agencies' portfolio of
bathroom radiators and to ~
rails offers a stunning choice
of deSign led heating solutions
which also double up as
aesthetic design features In
any setting.
content and so use less
energy Acova radiators are
manufactured from recyclable
materials while the contr91s on
the electric models are fitted
With economical as well as
·comfort" levels for accurate
heat regulation.
Contact. Andrew Treacy,
Versatile Heating Solutions.
Tel: 046 - 902 9444;
email: sales@versatile.ie
wwwversatile.ie
Designers and contractors
are welcome to visit the
award-Winning showroom in
Navan where all the products
are on display Please phone
for an appointment.
The Acova Yucca Asymmetrical
towel rail
therefore you can have warm
towels when your heating
system IS off
With an eye to the
environment all Acova and
Jaga radiators are low water
Iguana, on the other hand. is a
Visually-attractive radiator
WIth corrpact and refined
appearanceThere are no
collectors no technical
features. Just Simple
aesthetics. Iguana IS available
In many shapes and sizes and
can be Installed virtually
anywhere. be t against the
wall, in a corner. free-standing
In a yoom or even encased
around a pillar
Completing the unique
radiator collection from
Versatile Heating Soluttons is
Acova DistingUished by their
elegance al d renowned
French styling Acova offers
heating solutions for both
new-build and renovation
projects In both syMmetrical
and asymmetncal designs
Key benefits are simple
Installation. easy malrtenance
and high-output energy-
saving and performance.
The Jaga Geo Mosis radiator
TUrnIng to Jaga. thiS brand IS In
a class of ItS own when It
comes to radiator design and
perforMance outputs Over
the years It has established Its
reputation as a genuine
pioneer constantly breaking
'he traditional mould in
respect of heating solutions.
Even more Important still IS
that these new concepts and
products cover both aesthetiC
and technical developments.
Optional electric Immersion
heaters allow the radiators to
be operclted Independently
from the heating system
when required The towel rails
can also De supplied for
electnc-only heating
A typical example IS the Geo
Mosls all-in-one stone
solution which combines the
heating system and ~anttary
fittings on one breath-taking
Unit Both the Geo and
washbasin are made from
natural stone granulate With all
the fittings and accessories
(save the mirror) being made
from stainless steel. All
connections come together
underneath the radiator and
are covered With a guard in
stainless steel
Then there IS the Aristocrat
Wave and Nautlca ranges
WhiCh, as the name suggests,
are designed to SUit classic
and modern Interiors With
circular collectors positioned
behind slim. attractive, rails
Aristocrat IS available in gloss
polished or brushed satin
stainless steel while Nautlca
and Wave come in the
standard Jaga colours. They
can also be used on a
domestic hot water system.
As specialist providers of
heating solutions Versatile is
unique in that It IS part of the
broader Versatile Group
whose activities include a
diviSion dedicated to
bathrooms of distinction It IS
against this background that
Versatile Heating Solutions
has compiled ItS specialist
bathroom radiator and towel
rail range
Versatile Heating Solutions IS
synonyfl"'ous with hlgh-
specIfication. design-led
technology-driven product
ranges. Its portfolio IS made
up of market-leading brands
such as Jaga, Acova and
Zehnder Runtal. all of whom
are renowned as inventive
pioneers In their respectIve
fields of expertise.
The Zehnder Toga towel rail
For Instance. Zehnder s
Universal and Toga ranges are
contemporary towel-drying
radiators designed to SUit a
broad spectrum of
applications They are
supplied in a vast choice of
Sizes, colours and finishes, are
easy to install and maintain,
and deliver excellent
performance efficlencies.
april2006
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Mat ki
Showering Matki 1700 Walk-In Corner & Recess
-
a B.J. Caraher (Distributors) Ltd.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF PLUMBING PRODUCTS
BJ Caraher (Distributors) Ltd
Dorphin House,
29 Belfast Road,
Saintfield,
Co Down BT24 ?EP
www.bjcaraher.co.uk
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Bathrooms & Accessories
Matki Classic, Timeless, Walk-In Simplicity
he Snower Ing Colleetlon
fro Vdtk distributed
t 0ugnO - Ireland by BJ
Car::'lher (Distnbutors) IS
renown d tor Innovat )n a d
tyle I tncoroor tes v",nOlJ~
ranges of shower dOor s.
Li ounds shower mixers
b th scre ns and shower
trays at: ') which carry the
distinctive \t\·tk '1allmarks of
leading edge des gn Wltt'l
Effort e",s elegrmce
Always to the forefront w·th
r oneenng new orceots
Mutkl W1S th€" flrl:>t to
tn dUCE' thE dea of a 1700
walk hower whicn IS
designed to fit exactly Into the
pace where a oath ~ being
r plnced A ~eat;;re of this unit
I thE' four hIghly efficIent
Ehxer thermostatic shower
nt1xer options
ThiS unit IS J s one o~many
d'olces In -he elegantly
sIMple Wa k In Co I et on
whlcn Stbe tlmate In
doorles vhower g so Ions
Designed <.- corner or recess
conflgur t ons th sweep rg
curved or arc Itectur squar
pro'i1e ,::>urrounds 10 ~te
p fectly rto tnelr s eClally
design d show ray
crt; tlng a ':>tyhc;h!y-mlrlma.
look almost free from frxlngs
anc frarr ng L1tlm tely the
doorless d sign of tl')e Walk-
In format recreates the
s aClou ness of a wetroom
feel
Conta t Aldan \j, nc BJ
Carahcr (Dls nb;;tor~)
Tel 048 9751 1071
wwwoJcarahe cO.;.Jk
The Matki Walk-In is a simple, efficient, stylish doorless shower with an
integrated shower tray for luxurious showering freedom
Sololift+ New Facilities Wherever Needed
y
r
1ft I re
OW'1Olse
40 qaOO
Com t and s y sn the
drscn et design at the
G lA dfo S t+ f
st ons SUit t V ry U
apphcat vn witr the Units
tl nd se me y In·o
Intenor
of domestic wastewater g
'1and baslrs, bidets oaths
snow rs d washe s rd
wa., Ing mac es
The models !tw a E. de Igned
to be connecterl to 8 tOil tarE'
eq Ipped w:h a h ghly
e~lclent Ind syst m the)!
illClcerates tr e tOI et waste so
that IS edSI y P0 ped away
They c me mple Wit d
oowerfu pump st Inless steel
gr rd and ro -re· valve
nd e upp I d WI <-I tre
fittings r qL.lred for Installation
The utlet" 0 clt :l 0
<.llde. not In -h 1d a, 0
enabh 9 fl of I t tlor
Gruna'os Solohft+ IS vatlable
In severdl sizes Wltt, a numb r
of addit.onal \Jtles to SUit
vanou~ requIrements f. Cl')
th s.x Indivlaual Solo!:·t +-
mode are deslgne I With a
spel" c task Ir I'T'Ind such as
h ndl g tOI t W tf-' ~na or
oneor ev alo
products are Ideal fo "'l",ny
re~urblsh ent SI uCltlons -
from at to baserr nts-
were tOI et bdthroom
I(ltcher and laundry facdltlE'S
a. e ocated remotely frOM or
blow tt'le sewer level w,thou.
'1eeding the ext '1 ve p pe
work often a ated WIth
such proJect
fhe Gr..mdfos Solohft.... IS a
r nge 0 re dy-to-Install
m StlC wastewater pump
sy ~tems for domestic sewage
and wastewater removal I and
rey Wd r iipphcatlons "'he
Sololift + lifting stations which make
it easier than ever to add a new
bathroom, kitchen. or utility room
anywhere in the house without the
need for the costly pipe work often
associated With such faCilities
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Quality Plastics Ltd
Ireland's leading polythene pipe manufacturer
and number one underfloor heating company
Qual-PEX and Qual-PLAST brands and
accessory products
Qual-FIT Push-Fit Fittings "Cosy Home"
Underfloor Heating
Qual-OIL
Qual-GAS ESB Cable Duct MOPE
8QPL
Quality Plastics Ltd
P.C. Box 29, Whites Cross, Cork
Tel: 021 ·488 4700 Fax: 021 ·488 4701
email: qpl@qpl.ie
www.qpl.ie
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IMI For Kitemarked, Cost-Effective Solutions
Irish Metallndustnes has
extended Its range of
plumbing tube to deliver
significant cost benefits to
customers In airect response
to the nSlng cost of pipework
matenals. the range now
Includes a reduced wall
thickness option for sizes 35.
42 and 54mm. As it is
manufactured in hard temper
It has a maximum working
presSure equal to that of
standard tube.
Conor Lennon General
Manager IMI n Dublin. said
that recent ncreases In tl-te
pnce of plpework rraterlals
had le~t some contractors
exposed and unable to
recover these Increases Ir
their contract pnce. 'By
reducing the wall thickness
and by manufactunng the tube
in hard temper. we. are able to
offer a product with similar
performance characteristics
at a reduced cost" he said
The only consideration IS +hdt
tl1e new sizes ore flOt %itable
for bending but our research
snows tha+ the ,nclde'1ce of
cold bending of these sizes IS
low Half hard temper product
IS available for times whel"
tube manipulatIOn IS required
When assembled USing
modern. qUick, heat-free
JOlnting techniques, a copper
system can be a lower cost
option than other materials'
he concluded
april 2006
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The new range fully complies
with the requlremerts of BS
EN 1057 and carnes the
coveted Kiterrarl< of the BS,
It IS also covered by +he
company's standard 25-year
guarantee
As we went to press IMl's
range of medical gas tubes
was also awarded the
Kltemark Copper tubes
specifically destined for
medical gas oxygen and
vacuum lines must meet
stnngent cleanliness
standards to prevent
contamination to the contents
of the tube The recent
Kitemark certificatIOn
recognIses the rugh standards
of production being achieved
by the company
Apart form actual products
IMIS also setting new
Industry standards for
technical support with the
launch of a UnIque gUide to It.,
products. As the first of ItS
kind for the Industry The
Copper File signals a new era
In customer support. providing
consultants. specifiers,
installers and stockists with
extensive information on th
company s product ral"ges
and a cOlT'prehensive
technical gUide on the use of
copper plumbing tube It
Includes
- IndiVidual rew
brochures dedicated to
speCific products
including the recently
extended Yorkex range,
- Technical information
and gUidance on the
application of the
products with an optIOn
to receive information I
updates.
Commenting on The Copper
File Conor Lennon said IMI
had identified a clear need for
a comprehensive gUide to
their large range of products
from all sectors of the
Industry He told bs news' We
are committed to being the
copper tube supplier of
chOice and the Introduction of
The Copper File is testamen+
to our commitm to quality
customer sup r. No other
manu~acturerof copper
plumbing tube prOVides such
comprehensive literature
"Products. regulations,
standards and Installation
practices are constantly
changing and our update
service provides a mechanism
to ensure that subscnbers are
always aware of the latest
qevelopments. The Copp
Pile prOVides a reference
document for all matters
relating to the speCification
and apphcatlor of our
products.'
To receive a free copy of The
Copper File and to register for
updates apply online at
wwwyct.com.
Contact Conor Lennon, Insh
Metallndustnes
Tel. 01 - 295 2344.
email: conorlennon@lrlsh-
metalindustries.com
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Pipework & Drainage
MFP Underground Drainage & Sewerage Systems
MFP's 2-plece gully trap range retains all the versatility of the 1-plece but
dramatically speeds up Installation
Contact MFP Sales
Tel· 01 - 630 2500.
emali. sales" mfp le
Despite these added features
and benefits, the MFP AJ IS
stdIvery competltively-pnced
as are all the products In ItS
comprehensive underground
drainage and sewerage
system ranges, details of
which are available directly
fromMFP
286mm AJ Riser Pipe can
be cut to required length
]
UAR2
'35 mm
~ Riser
] Coupling
UAR2: 13smm AJ Riser
& Coupling
Where a side Inlet is not
included In tre unit, the
channel Inside IS replaced by a
helf whIch is level WI h the
vOfflt of the main drain, thus
fJrther redUCing th risk of
blockage
reQul~emerts of both BS
7•58 200 1 £lnd the current
Budding Regulations Thl'>
feature eliminate'> the
liKelihood of blockages
occurnng In tnese zones
Inspection cbornbers and
adjustable access Junctions
CAJs)
Side Inlet channels are swept
In to join the main drain at half
pipe level satisfYing tne
Where addittonal heig!"'t IS
required the •35m1T' MFP AJ
riser and coupling are
designed to f' Into any MfD
AJ base. For jobs where ev"'n
greater height IS needed a
riser of the required size can
be cut ~rom a le gth of
286rnm nser pipe
Just recently MFP unveiled ItS
latest generation AJs which
now I-)ave an ImpreSSive
height adjustment of 100mm.
This Improved two-piece
telescopic AJ now covers
almost any situation so It
min!mlses the time spent on
cutting nsers to reach the
reqUIred height
The tilt and rotate feature of
the new unit has also been
Improved - the top can nOw
tilt to a gradient of 1.16-
which means it can be i::lligned
with uneven paving, as well as
rotated to fit the angles o~ the
bUildings or footpaths The
rubber seal ensures complete
water--tlghtness
vrp s universal access
Junctions are tough and
durable, W'th advanced flow
outlets which conforrr With all
technical requirements of the
Building Regulations Inlets are
designed to minimise the risk
of dramge system blockege.
MFP's latest Innovative AJ
With d nlstory dating oack to
1967 ard a reputat on as a
ploneenng technical Innovator
It s l1ardly curor'slng that
today MFP IS one of Irelands
leading manufacturers of
PVCu drolnage systems The
current range IS the most
comprehensive to date and i8
the result of many years of
research and development.
Rlg!"t from tre outset the
emphasIs has been on
Innovation and quality Wit!"' t'1e
ertire range designed and
manufactured to conform with
all appropriate Irish British and
European stardards MFP
now holds registered designs
and patents for a vast '1ulT'ber
of products and IS also
licensed by BSI to apply the
BS kltemark to products
'"'1anufactured to IS EN 1401-
1'1998 (BS 4660. 1989) for
PVCu sewer pipe and fittings.
Over tile years MFP has
pl~:>neered many technical and
design system breakthroughs
which others In the industry
have emulated Typical
examples of thiS are MFP s
universal gully traps
april2006
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Distributors for:
A Perfect Match... like Coffee & Cream
Two of the Most Trusted Product Brands in
European heating
Unipipe & Nibe
Unipipe Underfloor Heating
Nibe Heat Pumps
Nibe Stoves
Indoor Comfort Automatically Linked to the
Outside Weather giving greater Comfort with
No Wasted Energy
NIBE -Europe's Largest Manufacturer of Heat Pumps Harnessing Nature's Heat - House Design
by Fitzpatrick & Mays Architects
~~
Do it once.... Do it right!
Unipipe underfloor heating
www.unipipe.ie
40 Southern Cross Business Park, Boghall Road, Bray, County Wicklow
T: 01 2864888 - F: 01 2864764
E: info@unipipe.ie - W: www.unipipe.ie
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Unipipe - One Plumbing System For All
The Unipipe range of plumbing products is designed for the complete
installation, from the house connection right through to the final fixture.
soldenng or gluing
Efficle'1t installation IS
further enharced by the
dimensional stability pnd
low hea- expansIon of the
pipe which IS simple 0
bend Cut bevel, jOint and
press. thanks to a range of
specially-deSigned tools.
Contact. Paul O'Donnell.
Unipipe (Irl).
Tel' 01 286 4888;
emall··nfo@urlpipe.ie.
www uniplpe.le
Metal fittings offer easy
Installation: reliable test safety-
full-surface pressing, pressure
sleeve With pressing-Jaw gUide
grooves; use of existing Unipipe
tools
A key strength of the
Un pIpe range is the
comprehensive nature of
the system - It caters for
the e'1tlfe installatIon, from
the riser to the fixture All
components are designed
to fit perfectly. mat<lng
installation easy and cost-
effective. There is no
welding thread-cutting,
The aluminium core 'S IS
dlffus on tight which means
that It total y preve'1ts the
Ingress of oxygen. It also
compensates and reduces
snap-baCK forces and heat
expansion caused by
c~anges I. temperature.
longitudinally-welded
al.Jmifllum pipe with an
Inner and outer layer of
high-temperature-res stant
polyethylene All layers are
permanently bonded
toget'ler by intermediate
adheSive layers by a
speCial weld ng techn que
w"lcr ensures h gh
rei ability The alumlnillr'i
th ckness of the p pe was
speCial y selected to meet
compresslve and f1exural
strength requirements
The Uniplpe range of
plumbing products and
systems can be used for
dnnKlng w3ter Installatlors
of all sizes with a range of
special products ava lable
for spec fic situations be It
new-bUl d or refurbishment
The extensive range of
connectors enables the
system to be connected to
all standard on-wall
installation systems and
fixtures.
and applications
compha'1ce support.
When it comes to dri'iklng
water the German
Directives are perhaps the
most stringent regulations
Consequently Unlplpe has
been fully certified to the
latest exact ng standardS
which cover the check ng
and evaluation of micro-
organisms In addition to
the numerous
speCifications regarding
mechanica characteristics
At the core of the Unlplpe
plumbing system is the
unique Unipipe multi-layer
composite pipe which
consists of an overlapped
The Unlplpe range of
plumbing products IS
des gned to cater for the
complete Installation, from
the house connection nght
through to the final fixture.
There IS a choice of single
connections via manifold,
tee or distribution systerP
with the emphasis on qUick
and easy installation and
maximum convenience.
The entire range is
manufactured, quality
tested and certified to all
relevant performance and
safety standards with
distributors Unlplpe (Irl) Ltd
also providing
comprehensive technical
A particular strength of Unipipe
lies in the fitting which IS designed
to perfectly fit the PIPe. This
ensures that all fittings have an
optimlsed Insert-part geometry
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www.irishmetalindustries.com
• YORKSHIRE MEDICAL:
FROM IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES
NOW KITEMARK CERTIFIED TO BS EN 13348
COPPER TUBE FOR MEDICAL GAS, OXYGEN OR VACUUM LINES
Now Kitemark certified for the full range covered by BS EN 13348,
Yorkshire Medical Gas tubes provide safe and reliable service in
environments where safety is paramount. Special quality control,
cleaning and packing procedures ensure that all Yorkshire Medical
Gas tubes are of a consistently high standard for medical usage.
That's why Yorkshire Medical Gas tubes are the products of choice
for customers throughout the world. You're safe with Yorkshire -
specify it from Irish Metal Industries.
••
•••
•••
••
Irish Metal
Industries
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Always More in the Pipeline From QPL
QPL's new Qual-PB barrier pipe is available in 112· 3/4" and 1" lengths and coils
Contact K rE;r Horgan QPl
Tel021 4 84700
dflor/p
These JOlntless c;ysterrs are
without doubt the fu"ure of
plumbing utilising tl1e fI x blhty
of thermoplastic pipe to ItS
best advantage ard QPL s
once again to the fore in
brln ing the e new
Innovatlon~ to hp. Insh marke
Wth all thE;""e new
~velopments QPL IS ng
to -he road for -he mont of
May hosting trade everlngs In
12 diferent regional Clf t es
oWing ( ff I new nge
pipe and fittings nd olso
shOWing -he latest
d velopments very
popular Cosy Hom
Underfloor Heating product
range
supply pipes an be
aownsized to ~ 2mm ratlter
tran traditional 1 2
The new QPB-FIT fittings are based on the same pattern as the Qual-FIT tan-
coloured push-fit fittings introduced In February th:a year
This latest range of QPL fittings and systems IS Without doubt the futlre of
plumbing, utiliSing the flexibility of thermoplastiC pipe to ItS best advantage
push-fit t l tlngs The Qual F-I r
f ttlng offerc: enhanced
performance with a very easy
push n br he p pe and by
Virtue of It being fully re-
usable fitting requlrlrg no
spare grab rlnas or other
parts
The last addition to the range
is tre Qual- TAP range Of
manl'olds which are avallaole
in two vanants - Cl push-fit
and a compression ylE' jOint
Theso complerr nt Qucll-PfX
pipe-in-pipe perfectly and
allow for Single cor~lrUOU8
supplies to al aop lance,;
elirrlnatlng 011 concealed pr :-:;
under floors behind partitions
etc ~hey also provide '"lore
uniform supply to all
appliances 3nd ljllow for
better ene gy conser VatlO as
A Iln all It has already beer. a
VE y busy year for QPL the
100 Irish-owned pipe
manufactunng company
b sed In Cork Witr t8
f'staolt~hed ranges already
captunng an ever-growing
market share It has now
unveiled a brand '1ew pipe
along with three new ranges
of pipe fittings
Building on the success of Its
brand-leading Qual PEX
pi blng and heating pipe
Qurlllty Plastics has Just
Introduced a r ew grey
po ybutylere pipe system In
Insh sizes Qual-PB barrier
piPe IS available In 1 2', 3/4"
and 1 sizes in lengths and
coils and IS offered principally
to those who prefer the
addpd tlexiblltty of the
polybutylene pipe matenal It
IS fully approved to BS 7291
Class S and by the Insh
Agrement Board In Irelana
To complement the Qual-PB
pipe the new rarge of QPB
FI grey polybutY:"'1e pu -f
fittings has also been
launched These are available
1 2 and 3 4 sizes and are
f lily de mountable uSing a
Imple horseshoe de
mounting chp
Th QPB fiT fittings are
based on the saMe pattern as
t'1e Qual-FIT tan-coloured
pu~ fit fittings launched In
F bruary this y ar to replace
tn older-style Qual-PLUMB
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€27 Mi lion Grant Aid Pie -
Get Your SI·ce of the Cake!
Heat Pump - Vertical Collector €6500 (24.5%)
Heat Pump - Horizon ) IOd Coli) 00 (16.2%)
Heat Pump - Water (well) to water €4300 (16.2%)
Wood Chip/Pellet Boilers €4200 (15.8%)
Hcat Pump Air ,r,ourl'C 4000 (15%)
O( I I Ip I I ( I 0 (
I I I
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CIBSE Conference
Sustainable Services Design
he
"sus+ainable"
is the
construction industry buzzword
or some years now, it IS only
very recently that the focus
has sh fted - quite nghtly to
sus+a nable design As a
consequence of this shift there
IS now the grow ng real sa+io'1
t....at sustainable design in
bUI dlng serv ces s +he real key
+0 devls ng a ....d Implementing
a successful strategy on
sustainabllity
To achieve this objec+lve
requires a rY'laior sh f+ ,n
established practice. The days
of the architect deSigning the
structure In isolation to the
bu Iding services e""gineer are
nurrbered. Bo~h the structural
and services elements must be
considered in unison from the
outset and appropriate
solutions devised to develop a
truly sustainable building.
It is aga nst "his background
that the CIBSf 'ecently hosted
a major ,n+ernatlonal
conference in Dublin ent tied
"The Future fO Sustainable
Design in BUildi'lg Services"
Wth 200 delegates and a
panel of leading experts fro:')
both reland and abroad this
h ghly successful event raised
more questions than del.vered
answers but, at +hls early
stage, perhaps that was the
correct outcome. Such is the
major shift required in
traditional thinking and
established practice that the
nl2006
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way forward s for arct,itects
and consu ti ....g engineerS +0
co laborate together to deVise
a joint strategy for the future.
Services issues MUSt be
Integrated With building fabric
issues in a rolistic way if we are
to min mise energy use In
buildings wh e maintaining
high standards of comfort and
user satisfaction
Ire and s u....der I....creasing
pressure from the El,., to get its
house in order VIS a vis our
greenhouse emiSSions, a
sign ficant po'tlon of which is
caused by neff c e""+ use of
energy in bUildings, latest
figures prove H'at we are
failing in +\->is responsibility and
we a'e fast approaching +he
po nt where fi"ancla penalties
will be imposed If that
happens +he Insh Gover'lment
will respond accordingly and
impose restrictions and
penalties on the industry.
Thankfu Iy. we are not yet at
that stage. Indeed. through
Sustainable Ene'gy reland the
Government IS actively
promo+I'lg sus+a nable deSign
In bUildings rv'ore important st 11
IS the aval ability of sign fic nt
grant aid to those adopt ng
the sustainable route.
While open ng the recent
CIBSE conference M nister of
State at tt,e Depart""e"+ of +he
Environrne""+ & loca
Goverrrt"\en+ Noel Ahe'n, TO,
emphaSised the need to
reduce the emiSSion of
greenhouse gases, a fact
which was reiterated by CIBSE
Chairr""'an Kevin Kelly.
Po> .ehone, bs '1ews Wit., Jlm Foga ty,
Tony I(lnley. M c"'oel McNer'ley
Pao (' ::)J['l1a~ elBSE Rtlp.. ::>IIC of
Irela a Bran ., Ger K;tlotlng; Alo~
~..Jgga"l ann Jec un Monagrar
Christlon Renstrorr witr Kevln O'Ro~ ke
and A dan McDornell
M chCel 'v1cNerney With Johr Burgess:
Dr Kc'l Beat>1 ard Phu Jores
bs news
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CIBSE Conference
Sustainable Services Design
....
Xavier Dubuisson of SEI
cautioned against the quick-fix
route aimed simply at
compliance with Kyoto
quotas. In this respect nuclear
energy might be seen by some
as a quick fix solution, as it has
almost zero greenhouse
emissions, but Xavier argued
that the best and indeed only
real solution was an increase in
renewable resources with a
,-,orresponding reduction in
energy use,
DIT Preslden+ Professor Brian
Norton supported this view
and showed convincl'lg
evidence that renewable
energy, Including solar energy,
was viable in Ireland. He cited
wind, wave, tidal and biomass
as real alternatives to our over
dependence on fossil fuels,
In a very colourful and well-
illustrated paper Professor Terry
Wyatt, past-President of CIBSE,
outlined what will happen if
we do not change our ways,
Nhile Adrian Leaman made
n entertaining presentation of
how designers sometimes get
i+ wrong when they enter the
fray with theory-laden 'deas
that do not take proper
account of user needs,
Jay Stuart provided +'le
architectural view and, among
many suggestions, offered the
example of Woking Borough
Council in tile UK which has
reduced emissions by a
comblnat on of renewable
energy supplying an sland
network, combined heat and
power, fuel cell technology
and reduction of energy use,
apnl2006
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Dr Ken Beattie of DIT stuck with
this theme, emphasising the
role of bUilding fabric design
when designing low-energy
buildings and stressing the
importance of envelope
design and using real weather
data in dynamic simulation
The afternoon sessions were
mostly on the applications side
with John Burgess showing
how Arup designed an
energy-efficient the'mal
transfer system for the award-
winn ng Lewis Glucksman Art
Gallery in UCC; Christian
Renstrom of Fagerhult i'l
Sweden talking about energy-
efficient lighting combined
with good quality design;
Aldan McDo'lnell of F4Energy
discussed the merits of
combined heat and powAr
systems while Phil Jones of
Building Energy Solutions
showed how Building Log
books can contribute to
greater energy efficiency and
higher management standards
in well run buildings.
Chairmen for the various
sessions were Brian Geraghty,
Vice-chair CIBSE' Kevin 0'
Rourke of SEt; VI chael Mc
Nerney and Greg Traynor, both
past cha rmen of CIBSE. and
M ke Murpby, Dean of
Engineering, DIT.
This was the first irternational
conference of significant scale
organised by CIBSE Republic Of
Ireland branch and, such was
its success in terms of delegate
participation and industry
support, that next year's event
is already being planned.
!': ~e • ,~ '~.O#l
~: \\~ ,./ ~.\ 'f
".~
,-
...
Brlan Geraghty wltl1 Pro' Terry Wyatt.
M nister Noel Ahern, Kev1n Kelly.
Chairman C 9SE Republic 0' reland
Branch and Oeclan Monaghan
Prof Br,an Nartor Wltr- Prof Terry Wyatt;
Adnan Leaman, Or Mike Murphy and
Kevin Kelly Chairman. CIBSE Republic
of Ireland Branch
JIr'1 Began with Peter f-aga!"1 and Ben
Urderwood
Lorcan Mooney With Roger Costelloe;
John Leonard. Oermot Breen and
Mlchael Williams
bs news
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€6m~~~fe Salutions
We offer a complete range of high-quality,
competitively priced products for pressure, temperature
and level measurement.
• Our range does not only cover the
delivery of individual sensors, but
includes suitable power supplies
and measurement display units.
• Upon request, we do the entire
engineering for you, all the way to
the production of the finished
control systems.
• National and international approvals
and certificates assure the highest
level of quality.
• A wide selection of materials
(e.g. stainless steel 1.4571/1.4435/
1.4404, Monel, Hastelloy, Platinum,
Titanium, PFAlPTFE coating) and
process connections enable perfect
adaptation to the process.
• AFRISO measuring devices cover
the following ranges:
Pressure: from 0/4 mbar to
0/4.000 bar
Temperature: from -80°C to +600°C
Level: from 0/60 cm to 0/100 m
«(
@
-~DVGW
11
-DKD
~
®
Pressure Gauges Digital Pressure Gauges Pressure Transducers : Diaphragm Seals
.
.
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355/452 2229; Fax: 01 - 451 6919
email: info@manotherm.ie
Measurement Technology From Manotherm
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